VIEWPOINT

Crystal Defects Mimic Elusive
Fractons
A newly discovered duality shows that crystalline defects exhibit the behavior of exotic
theoretical particles known as fractons.
by Kevin Slagle∗
n physics, a model for one system can sometimes be
mathematically mapped to a model for an entirely different system. The beauty of such a “duality” is that it
allows a physical system to be pictured in an entirely
different, often simpler, way. Michael Pretko and Leo Radzihovsky of the University of Colorado, Boulder, have now
uncovered a visually striking duality in condensed matter
physics [1]. The two researchers found a mapping between
the theory for lattice defects in a 2D crystal (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2)
and the theory for hypothetical particles known as fractons [2]. Fractons are expected to behave differently from
the “regular” particles described by the standard model,
and they might be useful for quantum computation. But
they have remained an entirely theoretical construct. The
existence of this duality means that some of the bizarre properties of fractons are potentially observable in crystal defects.

I

To provide some context for Pretko and Radzihovsky’s

Figure 1: A disclination defect in a 2D crystal. The defect can be
formed by cutting away one quadrant from a square lattice (left)
and stretching the remaining crystal to fill the space (right). Pretko
and Radzihovsky showed that this defect has the same immobility
constraint as a fracton [1]. (APS/Alan Stonebraker)
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finding, let’s review some recent developments in condensed matter. Over the past few decades, physicists have
gained a deep understanding of the particle-like excitations
that can emerge from the collective behavior of particles
like electrons, spins, or atoms. In some cases, these excitations behave like artificial photons or electrons [3], and there
are numerous ongoing experiments to study these stunning
effects [4]. However, theorists have also predicted exotic excitations that have no analog among regular particles. One
such entity is the non-Abelian anyon, which doesn’t obey
the quantum statistics of either a boson or a fermion. The
anyons could be used to perform quantum computations by
weaving them around each other [5].
A theoretical study in 2011 predicted a new kind of
anyon-like excitation [6] that was soon shown to be particularly well suited for quantum-computer memory [7]. The
signature of these new excitations is their constrained mobility—some of them can move, but only along certain directions, while others are completely immobile. The immobile
excitations have been dubbed fractons because combining
fractons tends to make them less constrained than a single
fracton, as if a fracton by itself is only a fraction of a fully
mobile particle [8].
Theorists have proposed various fracton models, but so
far there have been no candidate materials with which to
realize them in the lab. The new paper from Pretko and
Radzihovsky shows that a fracton-like object—in the form
of a crystal defect—may have been in front of us all along.
To make the connection between defects and fractons, the
duo focuses on fracton tensor gauge theory, which can
be thought of as a generalization of the theory of electromagnetism [9]. Traditional electromagnetism assumes the
property of gauge invariance, which enforces the conservation of electric charge. Pretko showed previously [9] that
gauge invariance in certain fracton tensor gauge theories
enforces the conservation of electric dipole moment—the
product of the fracton’s electric charge and the fracton’s distance from an arbitrary reference point. This conservation
law means that a lone fracton charge is immobile, since moving it would change its distance from the reference point
and, in turn, its dipole moment. However, if there are two
fractons of opposite charge, this “fracton dipole” can move
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Figure 2: A pair of disclinations form a dislocation. The
disclination on the left corresponds to a missing quadrant of the
lattice, while the disclination on the right corresponds to an extra
quadrant. Pretko and Radzihovsky found that this pair of defects is
more mobile than either defect on its own, much like a fracton
dipole [1]. (APS/Alan Stonebraker)

while conserving the net electric dipole moment.
The crux of Pretko and Radzihovsky’s new work is showing that the theory for immobile fractons in tensor gauge
theory is dual to the theory for so-called angular disclination
defects in 2D crystals. To picture an isolated disclination,
imagine removing an entire quadrant from a 2D square lattice and bending the remainder of the crystal to fill the space
(Fig. 1). Similar to a fracton, a disclination is also immobile.
But for a different reason: such a defect is stuck in place
because of the immense amount of elastic energy it would
take to move it through the crystal. By contrast, a pair of
disclinations, or a “dislocation” (Fig. 2), can move along certain directions without a prohibitive energy cost, much like
a dipole of fracton charges. The researchers also find that
lattice vibrations, or phonons, of the crystal are dual to the
photon-like electromagnetic excitations in the fracton theory.
Disclinations are known to form in metals and other materials as they grow or when they are deformed. But the
defects tend to be in pairs (as in Fig. 2) because of the huge
energy cost associated with forming a lone disclination. The
new duality might inspire experimentalists to find ways of
creating single disclinations, such as by rapidly solidifying a
molten material or isolating one such defect from a pair.
Knowing that crystalline defects mimic fractons may not
bring us closer to using fractons in quantum computers. But
the duality is useful in many other ways. Most importantly,
it allows us to think about fractons in terms of lattice defects
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and vice versa. And as we know from the particle-wave duality of quantum mechanics, some behaviors are easier to
picture in one way than another. What I personally find
spectacular about this new duality is its pictorial simplicity and the existence of mobility constraints on both “sides”
of the duality. Looking ahead, the duality may allow older
and more established results of crystal-defect theory [10] to
be applied to studies of fracton physics or the other way
around. Pretko and Radzihovsky have already adopted this
strategy, predicting that fractons can form condensates in
some fracton models. Pretko and his colleague Shriya Pai
have also recently generalized the new duality to 3D and
found a correspondence between disclination crystal defects
in 3D and line-like (rather than point-like) fracton excitations
[11].
This research is published in Physical Review Letters.
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